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Women in the Military 

A veteran is someone who has served our country in the military and has been 

willing to sacrifice everything for their country. The roles of women in the military have 

changed a lot since World War 1 and World War 2. In this essay you will learn about 

what women did during the World Wars, what women do now, and some important 

women who were in the military. 

During World War 1 women did jobs that the men did before the war, like stock 

takers, ammunition testers, and worked in factories that made war materials. Stock 

takers counted materials that were for sale in a store. They also were switchboard 

operators. Switchboard operators were supposed to answer the phone and answer 

questions about their company. 

In World War 2 women stayed home and did lots of different jobs while the men 

were off fighting in the war. Their jobs included cooking and working in defense plants. 

According to the National History Women’s Museum, during the war, “The defense 

industry made 2,000,000 trucks, 86,000 tanks, and 297,000 aircrafts.” 

There has been a lot of change in what women can do in the military since World 

War 2.  Now, women can be inside of nuclear submarines and can serve in combat 

infantry. Also, women can be nurses, tank mechanics, radio operators, and helicopter 

pilots.  

For this essay, I went to the Army Recruiting Station in Clovis, California and 

interviewed Sergeant First Class Dorraine Roy to ask about her experience as a woman 

in the military. Sergeant Roy has been in the Army for 18 years and is a helicopter 



mechanic. She said that her mentor was Captain Bell, a graduate of West Point and a 

pilot. Captain Bell, a woman, has accomplished a lot at a young age. She came from a 

big family of men who were also graduates of West Point. Sergeant Roy admires 

Captain Bell and the example she sets for women. 

When asked how she felt about women having the same roles as men in the 

military, she said that she agrees because she thinks that, “Women are as strong as 

men, and as fast as men, and can carry as much weight as men” and that they should 

have the same rights. Sergeant Roy explained that she is in a “Male dominant job” and 

that she really likes when women come in and succeed in the military. 

One important woman in the military was Cathay Williams. Cathay Williams was 

the first African American woman to enlist in the Army. She was a private in the Army 

and she served from 1866 to 1868. Another important woman was Loretta Walsh. The 

website NAVY YARD said that Loretta Walsh was “The first woman to serve in a non-

nursing capacity in any branch of the armed forces.” Loretta Walsh served from 1917 to 

1921. Another notable woman was Esther McGowin Blake. She was the first woman in 

the Air Force. The U.S. Air Force website says that “She enlisted in the first minute of 

the first hour of the first day regular Air Force duty was authorized for women on July 8, 

1948.” Esther McGowin Blake was a Staff Sergeant.  And she served 10 years from 

1944 - 1954. 

In conclusion, the roles of women in the military have changed a lot. I liked 

learning about how woman now have the same jobs as men. If I had not done this 

essay, then I would not have learned all these great facts about women in the military. It 



was also fun interviewing Sergeant Roy and seeing how she is glad when other women 

in the military succeed. We even took a picture together which I will include.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


